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 Best Paths is a vast cooperative project, with about 50 parties 

(including nominated third parties) addressing a broad set of 

technologies, technical components, system solutions and tools:

 The 5 Demos, quite independent from an organisational point of view, 

are actually deeply integrated with regard to scope, delivered outcomes 

and applicable results:
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 The separate Demos must be seen as portions of an overall effort to improve existing 
lines and develop new lines

 Individual Demos are highly complementary for the future users: TSOs, Utilities, 
planning bodies, Regulators

 In some cases they address similar technical aspects but from different utilisation 
perspectives; in such cases overlapping is being avoided by a careful and constant 
coordination at both technical level (Technical Committee) and managerial level 
(Steering Committee)   

SOME SIMILAR ASPECTS, BUT 

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
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COMPLEMENTARITY MATRIX

 It gives an overview of contact points / overlapping and complementarities across 
demos related to topics 

 In particular, interactions among multiple VSC converters systems are further 
monitored through constant interaction at Technical Committee level
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IMPACT D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Improvement in technical KNOWLEDGE (risk reduction) X X X X X

Beyond state of the art PERFORMANCES in specific technologies X X

Increase in COMPETITIVENESS (leads to cost reduction) X X

System PLANNING X X X X

System OPERATION X

Grid MAINTENANCE X

RES integration X X X X X

COMPLEMENTARITY IMPACT 

BARRIERS D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

TECHNICAL (complexity of the solution and/or lack of background) X X X X X

Representativeness/Interpretation of the results (from DEMO to real 

facility)

X X X

Suitable FACILITIES to host demonstrator X X

REGULATORY/LICENSING X

 Besides complementarity on topics, another dimension of complementariry is on  

expected impacts and addressed barriers:

 Also KPI definition and assessment shows integration and coordination


